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The Great Jury for the American National Union
of The United States of America
True Bill of Indictment
Claimant: American National Union of The United States of America
v.
Respondents: Abdulla Shahid, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, and Jens Stoltenberg

The Great Jury was accepted and acknowledged by the American National Union of The
United States of America in Social Compact in accordance with the Law of Nations and is with
jurisdiction and venue within the metes and bounds and seaward boundaries of The United
States of America, and
The Great Jury for the American National Union of The United States of America hereby
informs the War Crimes Tribunal for The United States of America that the Great Jury
convened to hear evidence presented by the Claimant, and
It has been determined from the evidence presented within this True Bill of Indictment that
there is probable cause to charge the aforementioned Respondents with:
❖ Violating the 1st Law of Noah- Do not worship idols
❖ Aiding and Abetting/ Accessory- a violation of Public Law 101-7
❖ Violating Article 1 of the Nuremberg Code- Violating all Thirty (30) Articles of Public
Laws-101 (War Crime)
❖ Extermination/Genocide- Violating all Thirty (30) Articles of Public Laws-101 (War
Crime)
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❖ Inhumane Acts/Experimentation- Violating all Thirty (30) Articles of Public Laws-101
(War Crime)
❖ Persecution- Violating all Thirty (30) Articles of Public Laws-101 (War Crime)
❖ Slavery- Violating all Thirty (30) Articles of Public Laws-101 (War Crime)
❖ Trespass- Violating Public Law 101-3, Public Law 101-9 and Public Law 101-12

International Translation
A Classification of Public Laws-101 Published in the Legal Notice section of the Continental Free Press
News as an International Public Notice can be found here: LINK

The Great Jury agrees that the Respondents, United Nations (hereinafter “UN”) General Assembly
President, Abdulla Shahid LINK, the World Health Organization (hereinafter “WHO”) DirectorGeneral, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus LINK and North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(hereinafter “NATO”) Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg LINK have Violated the 1st Law of
Noah- Do not worship idols for Respondent’s continued advocation for man’s condemnation in
the matter of climate control LINK and Respondent’s attempts to take power of attorney over
YHWH and intervene with practices that ultimately persecute civilian inhabitant populaces that
do not accept Respondent’s arbitrary interference. The Respondent’s advocation for climate
change has produced a significant amount of emolument LINK, and
Further, the Respondents for the UN and the World Health Organization (hereinafter “WHO”)
have adopted the ancient Greek Laurel wreath, an idolatrous symbol of Apollo, within the seals
representing Respondents LINK, wherein the WHO has included the snake of Baphomet with the
Laurel wreath LINK. Respondent’s use of polytheist pagan false gods within Respondent’s logos is
a blasphemous mocking of YHWH. The United Nations LINK , whose satanic Religious
Organization LINK has the newly erected statue of the Beast referenced in Revelations LINK has no
authority to administer body politics in violation of Article 1 of the Montevideo Convention LINK
and any claims by the United Nations has been classified as “NOTWITHSTANDING” LINK.
Furthermore, Respondent’s association with other satanic organizations LINK has been evidenced
prior to this aforementioned allegation published as International Public Notice within the
American Herald, and
The Great Jury agrees that Respondents are Aiding and Abetting/ Accessory- a violation of Public
Law 101-7 for Respondents continued association with war criminals such as Joseph Robinette
Biden Jr. and the Pharmaceutical Chief Executive Officers of Pfizer, Moderna and Johnson &
Johnson advocating for injections of experimental synthetic genes (hereinafter “biological
weapons”) LINK.
Further, war criminal Joseph Robinette Biden Jr. and the Biden-Harris Administration with the
United States Congress of the United States Federal corporation has been issuing payments to
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Respondents LINK (NATO), LINK (WHO) and LINK (UN) in the form of donations further
validating claims of a conspiracy to commit genocide upon the civilian inhabitant populace in
association with Respondents furthering the New World Order agenda as inscribed on the
Georgia Guidestones.
Furthermore, donations provided to Respondents have been arbitrarily issued as debit cards for
migrants and refugees within the South American Continents, foreign to the permanent
population for The United States of America in Social Compact, to enable illegal border migration
to the southern metes and bounds of The United States of America by said migrants LINK and
LINK, and
The Great Jury agrees that the Respondents have violated Article 1 of the Nuremberg CodeViolating all Thirty (30) Articles of Public Laws-101 (War Crime) for Respondent’s association
with war criminals advocating for injections of biological weapons upon the civilian inhabitant
populace LINK, therefore attempting to take medical power of attorney over the said populace
thereby depriving the said populace of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, and
The Great Jury agrees that the Respondents have committed Extermination/Genocide- Violating
all Thirty (30) Articles of Public Laws-101 (War Crime) for the amount of adverse reactions and
deaths resulting from experimentation with biological weapons on the civilian inhabitant populace
LINK and LINK, and
The Great Jury agrees that the Respondents have committed Inhumane Acts/ExperimentationViolating all Thirty (30) Articles of Public Laws-101 (War Crime) for Respondents various
nefarious actions upon the inhabitant populace committed crimes including, but not limited to,
genocide LINK and sexual abuse of children LINK, and
The Great Jury agrees that the Respondents have committed Persecution- Violating all Thirty (30)
Articles of Public Laws-101 (War Crime) for Respondents collective association in implementing
the New World Order agenda as inscribed on the Georgia Guidestones by advocating mandates
for experimentation of the civilian inhabitant populace, thereby resulting in privileges for the
experimented upon with verification of experimentation LINK, therefore arbitrarily taking power
of attorney over religious, medical and natural rights and discriminating against the
unexperimented populace and depriving life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness of the
unexperimented populace.
Further, the office of the Special Prosecutor for the War Crimes Tribunal for The United States of
America has given the Republican and Democratic Corporations associating with the United
Nations published International and National Notice of Persecution and Communism committed
upon members of the North American National Party LINK. The National assembly for the
Government of The Untied States of America has notified Respondents of the failure of the
United Nations ordering the dissolvement of said Nations LINK, and
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The Great Jury agrees that the Respondents have committed Slavery- Violating all Thirty (30)
Articles of Public Laws-101 (War Crime) for Respondents collectively and arbitrarily taking power
of attorney over religious, medical and natural rights of the civilian inhabitant populace.
Respondents are for organizations LINK arbitrarily claiming a territory within the metes and
bounds and seaward boundaries of The United States of America. Respondents are operating
within said organizations LINK and a military alliance LINK arbitrarily operating within said
metes and bounds and seaward boundaries LINK in violation of International Law, the codified

Law of Nations Book II Chapter VII Effects of the Domain, between Nations. § 94. Prohibition
to enter the territory LINK without legally written Social Compacts by and between a permanent
population to authorize executive, legislative and judicial body politics of a state, therefore
warranting the charge of slavery, and
The Great Jury agrees that the Respondents have committed Trespass- Violating Public Law 1013, Public Law 101-9 and Public Law 101-12 for Respondents illegal occupation of the Norfolk
Naval Base LINK surrendered arbitrarily by the United States Federal corporation absent the
metes and bounds and seaward boundaries to authorize such occupation and the illegal
occupation of the United Nations Headquarters within the State of New York LINK, arbitrarily
claimed as International Territory LINK, and
The Great Jury for the American National Union of The United States of America renders this
True Bill of Indictment with the authority from and in accordance with Article 15 of the Bi-Lateral
Social Compact Agreement by and between the people for The United States of America where in
it states:
“Article 15: The people agree that in all indictments of agreement, the truth may be given
in evidence; and if it shall appear to the Great jury that the evidence is true, and published
with good motives and for justifiable ends, the truth shall be a justification; and the Great
jury shall be the judges of the law and facts”, and The Great Jury Further Sayeth Naught,

, Trustee
Kevin Michael Juhas, Trustee
Great Jury Foreperson

This 244th Day in the year of Yahweh 6023, translated the 18th day of November in the two
thousand and twenty-first year of the new covenant in Yahushua’s name.
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